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Adobe Flash 11 Stage3D (Molehill) Game Programming Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	Adobe's Stage3D (previously codenamed Molehill) is a set of 3D APIs that has brought 3D to the Flash platform. Being a completely new technology, there were almost no resources to get you acquainted with this revolutionary platform, until now.




	This book will show you how to make your very own next-gen 3D games in Flash. If...
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Dreamweaver CS5: Basic: ACA EditionAxzo Press, 2011


	Our manuals facilitate your learning by providing structured interaction with the

	software itself. While we provide text to explain difficult concepts, the hands-on

	activities are the focus of our courses. By paying close attention as your instructor leads

	you through these activities, you’ll learn the skills and concepts...
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Corporate Aftershock: The Public Policy Lessons from the Collapse of Enron and Other Major CorporationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"In the near future, someone will build a better Enron–a legitimate company with the means and integrity to revolutionize markets. That person will want to use Corporate Aftershock as his business manual and had better hope that government regulators are reading it as well."

    –Ross M. Miller, author, Paving Wall...
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Mayo Clinic Medical ManualInforma Healthcare, 2006

	The urge to write this book—and it was indeed an urge—arose because of two reasons. The first was the lack of a book that approached patient care from the viewpoint of on-call medical residents. New residents faced with admitting a sick patient in the middle of the night have three priorities: one, a working diagnosis; two, a...
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Information Assurance and Security Ethics in Complex Systems: Interdisciplinary PerspectivesIGI Global, 2010

	Often computers are viewed as machines that run algorithms. This view of computers covers a vast range of devices, from simple computers that perform limited and specific computations (for example, a computer found in a wristwatch) to supercomputers, which are groups of computers linked together in homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters and...
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Insider Threat: Protecting the Enterprise from Sabotage, Spying, and TheftSyngress Publishing, 2005
I was sitting at my desk when my phone rang. I answered the phone and it was a
large pharmaceutical company who was interested in consulting services.They
started off the conversation stating that they had some problems and thought that
my company might be able to help.They had noticed a trend with one of their foreign...
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Configuring Cisco AVVID: Architecture for Voice, Video, and Integrated DataSyngress Publishing, 2001
           AVVID (Architecture for Voice, Video, and Integrated Data) is a network architecture made up of hardware and software that transmits a company’s data such as e-mail, web traffic, file transfers, voice traffic, and video traffic over the same physical computer network. Imagine taking the three networks your...
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Microsoft BizTalk 2010: Line of Business Systems IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2011

	We know that it is rare in IT departments today that solutions do not have to integrate with other systems and even external entities. Systems just have to be connected to support the complex business processes and levels of automation that the business is demanding. Some of these systems are really at the core of the business. They can...
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Photoshop Cs5 Advanced, Student Manual (ILT (Axzo Press))Axzo Press, 2011


	Our manuals facilitate your learning by providing structured interaction with the

	software itself. While we provide text to explain difficult concepts, the hands-on

	activities are the focus of our courses. By paying close attention as your instructor leads

	you through these activities, you will learn the skills and concepts...
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Dear Mr. Buffett: What An Investor Learns 1,269 Miles From Wall StreetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Janet Tavakoli takes you into the world of Warren Buffett by way of the recent mortgage meltdown. In correspondence and discussion with him over 2 years, they both saw the writing on the wall, made clear by the implosion of Bear Stearns. Tavakoli, in clear and engaging prose, explains how the credit mess happened beginning with the mortgage...
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Linux Kernel Development Second EditionNovell Press, 2005
The Linux kernel is one of the most interesting yet least  understood open-source projects. It is also a basis for developing new kernel  code. That is why Sams is excited to bring you the latest Linux kernel  development information from a Novell insider in the second edition of Linux Kernel...
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Mobility Management in Wireless Networks: Data Replication Strategies and Applications (ERCOFTAC S.)Springer, 2004
In wireless communication systems, the network keeps track of a user’s
location through an up-to-date user profile stored in various databases.
A user profile contains not only a user’s current location information, but
also service information, such as billing and authentication. The coverage
area of an access...
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